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Abst ract - - In  this paper, we discuss the discontinuous quadratic finite element method for one- 
dimensional diffusion problems. We prove the stability for the polynomial basis functions of degree = 
2, which is indicated by numerical experiments in the recent paper of Babu~ka, Baumann and Oden 
[1]. ~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, Babu~ka, Baumann and Oden [1] proposed a new variant of the discontinuous hp finite 
element method for two-point diffusion problems in one-dimensional domains. The method is 
very robust, high-order accuracy, and optimal hp convergence rate. They proved the stability 
in the finite element spaces for polynomial basis functions of degree > 3. However, numerical 
experiments [1] indicate that the method is stable and convergent for polynomial basis functions of 
degree > 2. In this paper, we focus our attention on the case of the discontinuous quadratic finite 
element method. We prove the stability in the finite spaces for the polynomial basis functions of 
degree = 2. 
Let the domain ~ C ~ be subject to a uniform partition Ph consisting in N(7~h) (N(~h)  is 
even number) elements 12e = (xe, xe+l), h = Xe+l - xe, e = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N(7~h). 
Consider the two-point diffusion problems 
d2u 
dx 2 - S, 12, 
du 
u=f ,  atFD,  dn g' atFN,  
(1.1) 
where FD and FN are the sets of points where Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions are 
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imposed, i.e., 
du (x( } 
rN  = z~ : ~n ) = g(z3  , 
I~D fq FN = ¢, rD U FN = {Xl, XN(75,)+l}, and FD ~ ¢. Thus, we consider Dirichlet problems 
(F~ = ¢) or mixed boundary conditions with u specified at Xl or xN(9n)+l, and ~n at the 
opposite end, i.e., ~n u = -~ if rN = {~x}, and ~ = ~ if FN = {XN(7~,,)+I}. The set of interior 
points is Fire = {x2,...  ,XN(~h)}; and n = {n} = {+l} is the unit outward vector to f~ at end 
points FD tAFN, and at x~ E Fint, it is arbitrarily chosen pointing to the element with lower index. 
In [1], they proposed the following discontinuous Galerkin formulation of (1.1). 
Find u • V(TPh) such that 
B(u,v) = L(v), Vv • V('Ph), (1.2) 
where V(Ph) is the space H3/2+~(Ph) defined as in [1], and 
fn dv du ( dv du ) 
B(u,v) = ~ o ~ ~ ~x + ~ ~n u -  v ~ (~,1 
f~e~h x, er~ (1.3) 
Xi~Flnt 
n(v) = ~ vSdx + ~ ~n f (x,)+ ~ (vg)(xi), (1.4) 
~EPh ~ x~EPo xIEFN 
du du 
d--n (xi) = n ~xx (xi), xi • Fint fq PD, (1.5) 
[ul(xi) = Ula, (X~) -- Ula,_a (Xi), Xi • ri .t,  (1.6) 
~ (x~) = ~ N a,_l (~) + ~ (x~) ' ~ • r~t. (1.z) 
~N(v,,)p. V(Tah), Pp~(~2e) is the real-valued space of polynomials of Let Yp(Ph) "~ l ie= 1 ~.(~'~e) C 
degree <_ Pe on ~e for every element f~e • Ph. The discontinuous Galerkin approximation 
in Vp(Tah) is as follows. 
Find Uh • Vp(Tah) such that 
B(Uh,Vh) = L(Vh), ~/Vh • Vp(~h), (1.8) 
where B(., .) and L(-) are defined as (1.3) and (1.4), respectively. 
In [1], they proved the stability of formulation (1.8) defined on the finite-dimensional subspace 
Vp(Tah) under p~ > 3, 1 < e < N(Tah). However, numerical experiments [1] indicate that the 
method is stable for subspace Vp(TPh) under Pc > 2. So there is still lack of the proof of the 
stability for the quadratic element space Pc = 2. In this paper, we will prove the following stable 
result for the case Pc = 2. 
THEOREM 1.1. In the subspace Vp(Ph), ff Pe = 2, 1 < e < N(Ph), the bilinear form (1.3) of the 
discontinuous Galerkin approximation satisfies 
inf sup IB(u,v)l > 1 - (1 /2)v~o,  (1.9) 
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where 1.57 < Ao < 1.58 independent of h, and the norm 
Ilull~= ~ ~ (h +-2 \dn/ ) (xi) 
eET":~h XiEFD 
+ ~ h-i[ul2+hldn/ ](z~), 
Xi~Fint 
2 f du du dx. 
(1.10) 
2. PROOF OF  THEOREM 1.1 
First we prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. For two adjacent element ~e-1 = (xe-1, xe) and fie = (xe, Xe+l),  given data bi 
(i = 1,2,. . .  ,6), there exists an unique function w(z) on f le-t LJ fie, w(x)[~_~ E P2(~e-1) and 
w(x)[~. E P2(fle) such that 
dw 
w(xe-1) = bl, dne------7 (x~-l) = b2, 
[~](x~) = ha, ~ (~)  = b~, 
dw 
W(Xe+I )  ~- b5, dn---7 (Xe+l) = 56, 
(2.1) 
where ne-1, ne are the unit outward vector to ~e-1, fie at 0fie-1 and O~e, respectively. Further- 
1110re~ 
where 1.57 < A0 < 1.58 independent ofh. 
PROOF. We write w(x) in the form 
1 x -- Xe_  1 ~(~)l~._,  = a~ -1 + ~ (a~ -1 + aV  1) h 
1 ( (x -xe_ l )  2 X -he-1  ) 
q--~ (a~ -1 -- a~ -1)  h2 
(2.a) 
1 Xe+l -- X 
~(x)l.,:  =a~ + 5 (a~ +4)  h 
Then, from (2.3) and (2.4), we can get 
1 ( (Xeq-1 ~- X) 2 Xe+ 1 -- X )  
- -  + ~ (a S -a~)  \ h2 h " (2.4) 
dw dw 1 e-1 
W(X~-I) = a~ -1, dn~_------7 (Xe-1) = --~x (Ze-1) = -~ al , 
1 a~_ 1 1 [w](x~) = a~ + ~ (a~ + 4)  - - ~ (a~ -1 + aV1) ,  
(x~)= (4- '+4),  
dw dw 1 
w(xe+l) = a~, dn---7 (Xe+l) = -~x (Xe+l) = -~ a~. 
(2.5) 
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Then given data bi (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  6); the linear system 
a; (j = 0,1,2), 
It is easy to see that 
e-1 and (2.1) determine unique solutions aj 
a~ -1 = bl, a~ -1 = -hb2, 
a~ -l =h b4+~b2-~b6 -(bl +ba-bs), 
a~ = b5, a~ = -hb6, 
a~ ---- h b4 - ~ b2 + ~ b6 + (ha + bl - bb). 
(2.6) 
/a (gw'~2 1 
°_, kd~]  dx-= ~ (~-~+4-1)~+7~ ( -~-a~-~) , (2.7) 
i~ (dw~2 Th +ae'2 1 . t .dx ]  d~= (a~ ~J +l-~ (a~-~)2" (2.8) 
Let cy = x /~b j ,  j = 1,5, cj = v / -~by,  j = 2,6, and c3 = x /~b3,  c4 = v/-hb4. Then we can 
derive from (2.6)-(2.8) that inequality (2.2) becomes cAc t <_ A0c. c t, where c = [Cl, c2,...,c6] 
and A is 6 x 6 symmetric nonnegative matrix. We can write matrix A in the explicit form and 
we know that A is independent of h. In Matlab we get A0 = 1.5773... the maximum eigenvalue 
of matrix A. We omit the details here. It completes the proof. | 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. Similar to [1, pp. 110-112], we let v* = u + w, where w • P2(fle), 
V fie • Ph is uniquely defined by the following boundary values: 
h du 
{ ~ 2h ~n (x~)' Xi • O~eNFD' 
w(xi) = xi • Ofie n P g, 
( du ) (2.9) -2  ~nn (x0(n.n~),  x~ • 0f ienPi , t ,  i=odd number 
[w](xO = -h  ~ (xi), xi • 1-'i~t, i = even number, 
dw f 2h-lu(xi), xi • Ofie AFD, 
dne (xO = I O, xi • Ofie CG FN, 
h-l[u](xi)(n • ne), xi • 0fie N rint, i = odd number (2.10) 
(d~nn)(Xi) =h-l[u](xi), x i• r in t ,  i - -evennumber.  
By Lemma 2.1, w • P2(fie) exists and is uniquely defined. Using definition (2.9) and (2.10), we 
get the following identities conditions for every xi • Fint, 
IT] (xi) = \ dn / (xi), ~n (xi) = h-l[u](xi). (2.11) 
Again from Lemma 2.1, we have the estimates 
<-~'o(~ 
x D 
(dwh 
u2+-2 \dn] ](x')+ Z h-l[u]2 +h (x,) . 
(2.12) 
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Substituting v* in (1.3), we obtain 
(dudu dudw) B(u,v*)= ~ ~ + ~  ~, 
+ E E h-'ruJ 
By Cauchy inequality, we observe 
noe~-~ Ynf,~ dUdx Wdx <_ --2-v~° lul~ + ~1 [w[2" 
From (2.12)-(2.14), we can derive 
and 
B(u,v*) >_ (l ~-vr~°) llull ~ 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
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< (1 + ~o)llullL IIv*llv _< Ilullv + Ilwllv _< (1 + 1~o)  Ilullv. (2.16) I1~11~,
Thus, we can get the stability condition (1.9) easily. | 
REMARK 2.1. Although we establish the stability condition for discontinuous quadratic finite 
element on the uniform mesh, we can prove the same result on 'almost' arbitrary meshes 7)h/2--a 
fine mesh of arbitrary meshes 7)h, dividing every element of 7~h into two equal length element to 
form the mesh "Ph/2. Then Lemma 2.1 is no change and we use the same trick of [1] for the proof 
of Theorem 1.1. 
